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Books for simple and sustainable living

Smarticular was founded in Berlin in 2014. Initially, its main focus was the development of the ideas portal smarticular.net. It specialises in

sustainable lifestyle guides. These guides feature recipes for home-made cleaning products and toiletries, alternatives to convenience products,

strategies for waste prevention, upcycling ideas, recipes using wild herbs and wild fruits, and vegan recipes. The invented word ‘Smarticular’ is a

portmanteau of ‘smart’ and ‘particular’.

Summer 2016 saw the publication of the first handbook – entitled Five Store Cupboard Staples to Replace a Drugstore – featuring over 300

suggested uses and recipes for household staples like soda, vinegar, citric acid, bicarbonate of soda and curd soap. Smarticular’s backlist now

includes ten handbooks, as well as the yearly planner and seasonal sustainability guide The Green Thread.

The publisher wants to act as a catalyst and a source of inspiration, encouraging people to play an active role in creating change (self-

empowerment).

www.smarticular.net

Rights Guide 



Most people have 40 to 60 different detergents, cleaning products, dishwasher tabs, lotions, soaps and shampoos at home. But why?

Although the adverts may suggest otherwise, most common drugstore products are actually unnecessary.

Soda, vinegar, bicarbonate of soda, citric acid and curd soap: these are the five basic staples you need to run a sustainable household.

Although they cost very little, you can make all sorts of things out of them – including toiletries, kitchen products, cleaning agents and

washing powders. And what’s more, you can do it all yourself at home! Using these staples, you can replace almost any product you would

buy from a drugstore and solve all sorts of everyday problems

Over 300 suggested uses and 33 recipes show just how easy it is. Deodorant for the whole family consisting of just three simple ingredients,

bio washing powder at a fraction of the usual price, all-purpose cleaners, toothpaste – you can make all this and more at home,

saving lots of money, packaging and unnecessary chemicals in the process.

Five Store Cupboard Staples 

to Replace a Drugstore

Make it yourself! 

Over 300 suggested uses and 33 recipes to help you save money and protect the environment

Fünf Hausmittel ersetzen 

eine Drogerie 

192 pages

50 photos

July 2016 

Rights sold to:

Kazda (Czech Rep.), Studio 

Astropsychologii (Poland),

Business Weekly (Chinese 

compl.), Hea Lugu

(Estonia), Kazda (Slovakia), 

Partvonal (Hungary) 
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copies

sold! 

https://docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=https://www.smarticular.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/fuenf-hausmittel-ersetzen-eine-drogerie-leseprobe.pdf


A well-stocked pantry is a real treasure trove for anyone who wants to conjure up a sophisticated dinner quickly, is looking for a little

souvenir for a loved one or longs for the taste of summer in the dark season. Boiled down, dried or fermented, preserved with sugar,

vinegar, salt or in alcohol, juiced or frozen - almost all fresh foods can be preserved easily and made sustainable without losing nutritional

values or flavours.

In this book we show you how! With basic explanations of the most popular methods and our best tips and recipes suitable for everyday use,

preserving is easy, safe and succeeds without any necessary prior knowledge. The herbs from the balcony and the courgettes from the

garden find their way into the pantry just as much as the sweet tomatoes from the corner greengrocer or the mushrooms from the autumnal

walk in the woods. Stocking up yourself is healthy, saves money, protects the environment and is also fun - simply smarticular!

Preserved 80 recipes and ideas 

for preserving, drying, 

fermenting & Co

80 recipes and ideas for preserving, drying, fermenting & Co

Eingemacht & zugedreht 

120 pages

June 2022

All rights available except 

Czech & Slovak 
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New 

title

https://docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=https://www.smarticular.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/978-3-946658-74-0-Eingemacht-und-zugedreht.pdf


Organically produced, fairly traded, free of animal suffering, locally sourced, plastic-free and, of course, free of other questionable

ingredients - anyone who starts to question their consumption quickly realizes that it's not that easy to meet all the requirements for a

sustainable lifestyle. Do we really have to become vegans, get rid of our cars and ban all plastic items from the household?

The good news is: No, there is another way. Even if some people mean well and try to convince their whole environment of the "only true

sustainable lifestyle", there is always a healthy middle way.

With this book, we want to share with you our convictions that help us not to lose heart in the face of all the bad news. Because it's perfectly

okay to be less than perfect in the pursuit of eco-friendly living! When many people take small steps to make their lives a little more

sustainable, far more is gained than if only a very few people were to realize a seemingly perfect lifestyle.

Small Steps for a Better World 

It's okay not to be perfect: 250 ideas to help us live a little more sustainably every day

Kleine Schritte für eine 

bessere Welt

224 pages

May 2021 

All rights available except 

Czech & Slovak 
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Bicarbonate of soda: it’s an unassuming white powder that’s available in almost every supermarket, but few people know about the

incredible powers of this universal household staple. Although our grandparents would have been familiar with this “wonder stuff”,

bicarbonate of soda has dropped off most people’s radar these days, and is increasingly being replaced with a plethora of specialised

products for every imaginable use. But it’s almost always possible to create a cheaper, healthier and more eco-friendly alternative to these

products – thanks to bicarbonate of soda!

Good for your health: with bicarbonate of soda, you can banish many of the dubious chemicals often found in deodorants, shower gels,

shampoos, etc., and replace them with harmless but equally effective alternatives.

Good for the environment: home-made alternatives using bicarbonate of soda not only eliminate a huge amount of packaging waste and

chemicals, but are also completely safe for the environment.

Good for your budget: you’ll no longer need specialised products for every problem, because bicarbonate of soda (which is much cheaper)

renders most of these products redundant. The Bicarbonate of Soda 

Handbook.

A solution to almost everything

Over 250 ways to use this eco-friendly all-rounder in the home, kitchen, bathroom and garden

Das Natron-Handbuch

192 pages

90 photos

September 2018

Rights sold to:

Kazda (Czech Rep.), Marco 

Polo (Chinese compl.)

All rights available except 

Slovak 
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https://docs.google.com/viewerng/viewer?url=https://www.smarticular.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Das_Natron-Handbuch-Leseprobe-Blick-ins-Buch978-3-946658-16-0.pdf


Vinegar is probably the most underrated natural household product – it renders many of the manufactured products we use in the kitchen,

the bathroom and the rest of the home unnecessary. It’s also a handy natural remedy to have in your medicine cabinet, thanks to its

healing properties. This book features a round-up of the best and most useful things you can do with this universal “wonder stuff”.

Good for your health: thanks to its many salutary ingredients, vinegar can not only help keep you fit and healthy but also serves as a

substitute for many synthetic haircare and skincare products.

Good for the environment: natural vinegar dissolves limescale and dirt effectively, is readily biodegradable and renders many

conventional detergents and cleaning products unnecessary.

Good for your budget: vinegar is not only versatile and healthy but also extremely cheap. For many household uses, all you need is

simple table vinegar or vinegar essence from the supermarket. You can even make healthy and aromatic cider vinegar yourself – for free!

The Vinegar Handbook.

A universal household staple

Over 150 ways to use vinegar for health, personal hygiene and a sustainable home

Das Essig-Handbuch

192 pages

Approx. 100 photos

February 2020

Rights sold to: 

Kazda (Czech Rep.)

All rights available except 

Slovak 
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Plastic waste, millions of tonnes of which are now accumulating in our environment, is one of the biggest challenges of our time. But it’s

almost always possible to avoid using harmful or short-lived plastics! The Plastic-Saving Book brings together all the key facts about plastic

and the problems it causes, together with over 300 ideas and tips for how to cut down our day-to-day plastic consumption in a meaningful

way.

Using less plastic is good for the environment: unlike petroleum-based plastics, which remain in the environment for hundreds of years

and are harmful to animals, plants and humans, alternative materials are relatively harmless, and sometimes even completely

biodegradable.

Using less plastic is good for our health: while common types of plastic contain thousands of invisible additives which can be harmful to

our health and the environment, natural materials like glass, steel etc. are usually completely harmless.

In the introduction: 

- A comprehensive introduction to the topic of plastic, plastic waste and its impact on the environment and our health

- Descriptions of the most common types of plastic and their properties, as well as the most common additives

- Solutions to the plastic problem

- The history of plastics

In the main section: 

- Over 300 tips and ideas about how to reduce day-to-day plastic use 

in a meaningful way

- Divided into sections on the weekly shop, kitchen, food, personal 

hygiene, general household, laundry, children, on the go, and travel

– as well as “Saving Even More Plastic”

The Plastic-Saving Book 

Over 300 sustainable alternatives and ideas for stemming the plastic tide

Plastiksparbuch

288 pages

200 photos

April 2019 

Rights sold to:

Kazda (Czech Rep.)

All rights available except 

Slovak 
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Who needs expensive, unhealthy products from the supermarket when you can easily make far better alternatives at home! Learn how to

make flour-free ‘life-changing bread’, home-made yeast, vegetable bouillon, cider vinegar, sourdough for your own bread, cough syrup, mug

cakes, toasting bread, ketchup and lots more with our best tips and recipes, all collected together in this book.

Good for your health: home-made alternatives contain natural ingredients instead of unhealthy artificial substances. Some of these natural

ingredients grow right on our doorsteps, and are packed full of vital nutrients for a healthy, balanced diet.

Good for the environment: making things yourself eliminates a huge amount of plastic and packaging waste. You can also choose locally

sourced, seasonal ingredients which haven’t had to travel too far, thereby saving resources.

Good for your budget: home-made alternatives are almost always significantly cheaper than convenience foods, even if you only use

organic ingredients.

Don’t Buy It, Make It!

Kitchen

137 healthier alternatives to convenience products, to help you save money and protect the environment

Selber machen statt kaufen 

– Küche

192 pages

190 photos

November 2020 

Rights sold to: 

Kazda (Czech Rep.), Hea 

Lugu (Estonia), Kazda 

(Slovakia)
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In drugstores and supermarkets you’ll find row upon row of shelves full of specialised toiletries and care products for almost every part of the

body. But what’s inside all these spray cans, plastic tubes and little bottles? What’s hidden in those long lists of ingredients? Most of these

specialised products are largely made up of synthetic substances, often based on mineral oils, which are thought to trigger allergies and

cause addictions, cancer and other diseases. This flood of specialised convenience products generates a huge amount of packaging waste.

Most of these products can easily be replaced with sustainable home-made alternatives. It doesn’t take long to whip up your own shampoo,

toothpaste, ointments, deodorant and lots more using healthy (often even edible!) ingredients.

Don’t Buy It, Make It! 

Skin and Hair

137 recipes for natural care products to help you save money and protect the environment

Selber machen statt kaufen 

– Haut und Haar

192 pages

90 photos

February 2018 

Rights sold to: 

Kazda (Czech Rep.), Studio 

Astropsychologii (Poland)

All rights available except 

Czech & Slovak 
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Food waste affects us all – and we can all do something about it! From farm to plate, around a third of all food is thrown away, roughly half

of it in private households. This book shows how we can all reduce food waste at home and throughout the supply chain, thereby

protecting the environment and saving money.

Good for the environment: a lot of food waste is avoidable – and if we actually did avoid it, then far less farmland, fertiliser, pesticides

and grazing land would be needed and fewer greenhouse gases would be emitted. This would protect woodland and wild spaces as

habitats for animals and plants.

Good for your budget: when you throw less away you don’t need to buy as much, so you save yourself a lot of money.

Don’t Chuck It, Eat It! 

The Food Handbook

Over 333 sustainable recipes and ideas for avoiding food waste

Wirf mit nicht weg. 

Das Lebensmittelhandbuch

288 pages

Approx. 200 photos

June 2020 

Rights sold to: 

Kazda (Czech Rep.)

All rights available except Slovak 
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The smell of fresh bread is something very special - especially if you have baked it yourself! Once you have discovered your love for

bread, rolls, cakes and many other delicacies from your own oven, you won't soon let go. That's why it's especially worthwhile to turn on

the oven yourself more often and simply bake bread, rolls, cakes, cookies, pretzels and much more yourself. Because baking your own

pastries is not only cheaper than those from the bakery stand or the supermarket. It is also healthier, causes less waste than packaged

ready-made products and can be perfectly adapted to your own needs, (intolerances) and preferences and always vary according to taste.

BAKE YOURSELF INSTEAD OF BUYING IT compiles the best recipes and instructions for do-it-yourself baking. In addition to everything

you need to know about flour types, sourdough, yeast dough, quark-oil dough, filo dough, etc., there are numerous delicious and proven

recipe ideas for do-it-yourself baking.

Don’t Buy it, Bake It! 

77 simple recipes for bread rolls, cakes and more

Selber backen  statt kaufen

Approx. 200 pages

November 2021 

All rights available except Czech 

& Slovak 
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Bee-friendly flower meadows instead of lawns, vegetables instead of ornamental plants, medicinal herbs instead of weeds, edible ground

cover instead of paving stones – there are many unconventional ways of gardening in a healthier, simpler and more natural way.

Why is it such a good idea to grow your own food?

Food from your natural organic garden is healthier because it’s grown without any toxic pesticides or artificial fertilisers.

Organic gardens are good for the environment and for biodiversity, serving as oases for insects and birds and a welcoming environment for

rare species whose habitats are shrinking due to lifeless designer gardens and monoculture farming.

Making gardening aids yourself and re-using them saves you money, because you can use available resources in natural cycles instead of

having to buy expensive sprays, fertilisers and other products.

Don’t Buy It, Make It! 

Balcony & Garden

111 projects and ideas for a natural organic garden

Selber machen statt kaufen 

– Balkon & Garten

192 pages

120 photos

May 2019

Rights sold to: 

Kazda (Czech Rep.)

All rights available except 

Slovak 
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Don’t throw away that old T-shirt just yet! Many worn-out textiles still have plenty of life left in them, and it’s easier than you think to

transform them into something new! Whether needlework novice or textile expert, there’s something for everyone in this book of tips and

ideas about how to make creative and useful new items out of ripped or worn-out clothes, old towels, etc.

Get the most out of clothes instead of throwing them away: when you reuse existing textiles instead of consigning them to the bin, you’re

ensuring that natural and synthetic fibres are used for as long as possible, thereby reducing the demand for new clothing.

Upcycling textiles is good for the environment: the less new clothing is produced, the lower the water and chemical consumption involved in

the manufacturing process.

Something Old, Something New

Over 100 everyday upcycling ideas for beginners and experts

Neue Dinge aus alten 

Stoffen

208 pages

Over 200 photos

March 2021 

All rights available except 

Czech & Slovak 
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https://www.smarticular.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/978-3-946658-55-9-Neue_Dinge_au_alten_Stoffen_Leseprobe.pdf


Vegan cooking without convenience products: Many people are put off by the typical vegan substitutes in the supermarket. With this book,

we would like to invite you to try the much better homemade alternatives.

Forget typical vegan ready-made products in plastic packaging, because almost all plant-based alternatives to typical animal foods can be

easily made yourself.

There is much more than soy and tofu: varied, substantial and healthy dishes also work with many soy alternatives such as chickpeas,

beans, seeds and nuts. Do-it-yourself saves money and is fun: Homemade alternatives are almost always significantly cheaper than ready-

made products and can also be individually adapted to your own taste.

Don’t Buy It, Make It! –

Vegan Kitchen

123 vegan alternatives - healthier and more sustainable without convenience products

Selber machen statt kaufen

– Vegane Küche

192 pages

200 photos

June 2021 

All rights available except 

Czech & Slovak 
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What do you give a person who already has everything or who simply doesn't need anything? Thanks to mass consumption and ubiquitous advertising, gift

giving is more than often reduced to a formality or a chore that can be settled with money. But birthdays, weddings and other holidays are ideal occasions

to get closer (again) and share something special with your loved ones!

● Time together and experiences instead of impersonal vouchers: Such personal gifts of time are especially valuable because money can't buy them.

● Beautiful and useful unique items: Self-made gifts say above all: You are much too important to me than that I would give you just "anything".

● Gifts from the heart instead of monetary gifts: Instead of the supposedly obligatory exercise of giving gifts with money, homemade gifts and shared

experiences can build and strengthen personal bonds.

● Less mass consumption, more personality: It is worthwhile to give more homemade gifts (again)!

Don’t Buy It, Make It! –

Gifts 

111 ideas and instructions for homemade gifts from the heart

Selber machen statt kaufen

– Geschenke

192 pages

200 photos

September 2021 

All rights available except 

Czech & Slovak 
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In the first part of the Eco-Kids series, we present our most beautiful DIY and upcycling projects for children. Alleged waste or unused

items can be transformed into beautiful, fun and useful things. A pennant chain, confetti cannon and bongo drums made out of cans are

just a few of the exciting ideas for children between the ages of 6 and 12 (and of course for adults). The books gives old socks and textile

scraps, egg or juice cartons and toilet paper rolls a new life and, and along the way, creatively and playfully raises awareness for

sustainability.

Eco Kids  - Creative Upcycling 

Ideas for Children

Creative upcycling ideas for children

Eco Kids – Kreative 

Upcycling Ideen für Kinder 

48 pages

Ages 6+ 

April 2022 

All rights available except 

Czech & Slovak 
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Think our cities are just concrete jungles full of exhaust fumes and dog mess? Think again! Away from the shopping streets and main

roads there’s an astounding variety of healthy greenery to discover, if you’re willing to try something new!

In this book, we introduce the best edible wild plants to be found not only in the countryside but in urban areas too. And we also tell you

everything you need to know about how to harvest and prepare these local treasures. Get outside and (re)discover the edible nature in

your neighbourhood!

Get Outside! Your City is 

Edible

36 healthy plants you can find on your doorstep, and over 100 recipes to help you save money and put a smile on your face

Geh raus! Deine Stadt ist 

essbar

192 pages

170 photos

September 2017 

Rights sold to: 

Kazda (Czech Rep.)

All rights available except 

Slovak 
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Planning, sorting, organising, recording – there are lots of calendars and personal organisers out there. But The Green Thread is different!

The Green Thread is much more than just a yearly planner: it’s a book full of green ideas and possibilities, with plenty of space for your own

notes!

With a clever organisation system, a wide range of possible uses and over 200 sustainable recipes and tips, this comprehensive yearly

planner can be tailored to your own individual needs. Recipe book, “thinking palace”, shopping list planner, housekeeping book, personal

organiser, to-do list, family planner, diary... The Green Thread is all of this and much more.

This comprehensive yearly planner can be tailored to your own individual needs: Recipes, tips and suggestions for better environmental 

awareness

- A simple basic structure with various options to personalise your planner

- Space to record thoughts, ideas and nice memories

- Undated, so you can use it for any year and start at any time

- Creative like a bullet journal, but less time-consuming

Creative like a bullet journal – with lots of extras for more sustainability

- 53 weekly overviews and 12 monthly overviews

- Seasonal calendar for growing, harvesting and buying regional and 

seasonal produce, and a wild plants calendar

- Personal lists for gift ideas, books you want to read, places you want to visit,

and rewards for yourself

- With downloads to stick in, available at gruenerfaden.net (long weekend 

and holiday plans, timetable, project planner, lunar calendar etc.)

The Green Thread

The Green Thread – the green yearly planner for a simple and sustainable life

Grüner Faden – der grüne 

Jahresplaner für ein 

einfaches und nachhaltiges 

Leben

208 pages

March 2021

Rights sold to: 

Kazda (Czech Rep.)

All rights available except 

Slovak 
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